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MattM ([email protected])
9/17/2001 2:35 PM
Help with champ-like amp design
Hello everybody.
I am currently planning a 12ax7/6L6 SE amp and that is how far i got until now:
http://home.tu-clausthal.de/~phmmu/ax84/amp.gif [24k]
Does this look like it would sound (and work) decent?
If anybody has any suggestions, mods etc. for a fat, warm but 'sparkling' sound (no honky midrange
mess) i'd be glad to get any input. I don't need much distortion, only a kind of overdrive that lets minor
chords shine through.
The preamp is copied from a Fender Bronco (champ with higher voltage) that happened to have the
same B+ value.
The bridge rectifier is there because it can be bolted to the chassis, making the
board layout easier. I guess it's ratings are ok if it is meant to be connected to 1000VAC,
or did i miss anything not obvious?
Is the tiny choke OK? A 20mA rating should be enough for screen and preamp, or are there other things
to keep in mind?
I designed the bias circuit using PSUD2 and am not sure if was calculated correctly because i had to trick
the program into accepting the RC input filter.
The bias voltage is probably too low, but that's a minor tweak.
TIA
Matthias
From:
Date:
Subject:
MBSetzer ([email protected] )
9/17/2001 11:52 PM
Re: Help with champ-like amp design
Hi Matt,
looks pretty good so far to me.
remember on a Fender the 68K's on both input jacks are paralleled when you plug into only jack #1, to
simulate that on an amp with a single jack, use 33K where you have the 68K.
The 22mf preamp cathode bypass caps let too much subsonic bass through for my taste, but then again I
don't play a Telecaster. Plus with a real Champ you don't want to woof out the small 8inch speaker. You
can reduce them even a little lower than 1mf, or anywhere in between that and the factory 25mf, and
probably find a value where the bass sounds stronger and clearer even though it is rolled off more the
lower the caps' value. I tend to like 4.7 to 6.8mf, and the lower values sometimes as high as 4.7mf can be
found in non-electrolytic non-polarized film types that I like better than electrolytics. I find a definite trend
that the cheaper the electrolytics used here are, the cheaper the amp overall will sound. You may want to
end up lower than 4.7mf on each preamp triode since it is fixed bias and you don't have a bypass cap on
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the power tube's cathode to roll off additional subsonics.
The NFB of 2700 on a Champ works OK when you temporarily try it with a 6L6, some tweed Champs had
22K, I like no NFB at all so anything goes, for a more clean sound use closer to 2700 than 22K, if you are
using a 4ohm tap on the OPT like a Champ there would be less NFB voltage available than a higher ohm
tap, plus a 6L6 will deliver more voltage to the speaker at the same tap compared to a 6V6, so take that
into consideration.
To control the midrange, your 5.6K resistor could be made 10K Log adjustable like a Twin, or you could
always run outboard leads to a pot in order to select the fixed value you prefer in combination with your
speakers & guitars along with your other desired bass, treble, & volume settings. Lots of Champs have
15K fixed resistors here though.
For 6L6 SE use with your bridge rectifier, you may want to double up on the 47mf for the *A* Plate
capacitor, so you might want to leave some extra room. To see if you can hear the differerence in hum
reduction while improving bass tightness try using 47 by itself with serious play testing at maximum
volume, then add another 47mf in parallel and repeat the test. If you already have the caps you may not
need the whole 47 for the preamp so you could use it for testing the *A* position, a 22uf on the preamp is
usually more than enough for most people.
You may even find some desirable control of legendary Fender boominess and farting by reducing the
0.022 coupling cap a bit, I would make it easy to change so I could experiment to taste.
Now if you want to run in true Class A, I would make sure to get a PT where the B+ at the 6L6 plate is
below 350VDC so you can really crank up the milliamps of plate current without excessive heat
dissipation which would cause the plate to glow and shorten tube life. My procedure would be to warm up
the amp first with about -40VDC for bias to keep the tube current real low, then gradually increase the
bias while watching the plate in a darkened room until it barely glows, then back off a little. Don't be
surprised if you get plate milliamps that are astonishingly high in most people's opinions who are only
accustomed to using tubes in push-pull pairs. I really like 90ma for the Sylvania STR 6L6GC, but even
they won't last forever like that, but it's only one tube at a time, no matching, and too much lower heat and
it wouldn't be Class A. Really 50 to 60ma is more likely with some of the newer 6L6, even Svetlana glows
too easily for me. Realistically, like some Champs that have always glowed since leaving the factory
(nobody was looking back there anyway), in a Class A amp like this, as long as the glowing is only slight
at idle, it will disappear completely as soon as you start playing the guitar. That's just the way they work in
true Class A, if you keep that in mind you can really bias the tube to cook if you remember to always turn
the amp off (or put it in standby) when you're not playing, then there will not be much lower tube lifetime
at all since the excessive wear would only be occurring at idle.
Oh, yeah, add a standby switch, especially with the SS rectifier . . .
Hope this helps,
Mike
From:
Date:
Subject:
MattM ([email protected])
9/18/2001 3:48 PM
Re: Help with champ-like amp design
Thanks for your input, especially for the suggestions about cap values. These are oopen fopr tweaking. I
am going to build a 1x12" combo from scratch, so no problem with speaker woofing.
The 22mf preamp cathode bypass caps let too much subsonic bass through for my taste,
but then again I don't play a Telecaster.
Planning on finally getting one :).
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Would a Jensen RI C12N be a good fit for the amp? (Shipping a Weber speaker across the atlantic would
probably cost as much as the rest of the amp :( ).
I already have a C12R that i like clean, but it sounds a bit thin and harsh for overdrive tones.
and the lower values sometimes as high as 4.7mf can be found in non-electrolytic nonpolarized film types that I like better than electrolytics
I have 2 10uF/100v non-electrolytics on my desk, they are slightly smaller than a 12ax7 ;).
Unfortunately, the PT is already there, but a 200+ ohm resistor between CT and ground will cure this, i
hope. (No high wattage zeners available here :( )
I really like 90ma for the Sylvania STR 6L6GC, but even they won't last forever like that, but
it's only one tube at a time, no matching, and too much lower heat and it wouldn't be Class
A. Really 50 to 60ma is more likely with some of the newer 6L6, even Svetlana glows too
easily for me.
Luckily, i have 4 Sylvania 6L6GC, these should last for some time :). Is there a quality difference
associated with the "STR" ?
Hope this helps,
Mike
Yes, it did.
Thanks, Matthias
From:
Date:
Subject:
Matthew Springer ([email protected])
9/19/2001 4:25 PM
Re: Help with champ-like amp design
Matt,
That looks like a fun project! Lets us know how the fixed bias single ended works out. I'm thinking about
trying a stereo pair for my next project. I notice you've dropped the mid resistor a little from the stock
blackface value, but this should be in line with what you want. One thing to be aware of, with big 47uF
caps on the power supply and the solid state rectifier and fixed bias, this baby will be EXTREMEMLY
uncompressed. You're basically building an amp that'll have alot of the icepick in ear thing transient. One
way to mellow it out a little and dirty it up might be to eliminate the NFB loop from the output stage. You
can also make the output stage pentode/triode switchable. The triode mode will give you a little more
sweetness at a little less volume.
One thing you might want to try is a bigger speaker. Since a small amp is pretty much designed to be
played loud, you my want to try a 12" or even a 15" speaker to smooth thing out a bit. I've got a single
ended Maganatone 118 and it (mainly) uses a 12" Alnico and it sounds great.
-Matthew
From:
Date:
Subject:
Doug H (dhammond@nospam_cfl.rr.com )
9/19/2001 7:45 PM
Re: Help with champ-like amp design
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Lets us know how the fixed bias single ended works out.
I'm working on a fixed bias single ended 6L6 circuit right now and I like it a lot. I'm using the chassis and
PT from my Electar 10 (A champ-style amp) and have put an AX84 Hi-Octane preamp on it. It's a highgain preamp, marshally sounding, and using fixed bias tightened up the bass and added some clarity to it.
Right now I've got B+ around 365V and with ~-27V bias I'm getting around 65ma at the cathode. That
setting sounds pretty sweet. I still have to tweak out a few tone wrinkles but it's coming together pretty
well. I'm using a 1X12 closed back and it's so loud I have been using an attenuator.
Doug
From:
Date:
Subject:
Stefaan Van Slycken ([email protected])
9/23/2001 7:51 PM
Re: Help with champ-like amp design
hey, i built an amp based on a bronco too! here's the link:
http://home.tiscalinet.be/vanslycken/moor/belair/moor.htm
sounds pretty decent, just not too good when distorted, but that's probably due to the OT that's really a
230V:12V PT.
SVS.
P.S. I changed the EQ to the vox one & left out a tremolo depth pot... still sounds ok for practicing.
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